Sample Brain Report

Overall Performance

In less than 10 minutes, you’ll get your C-Score—an accurate, sensitive and scientifically-valid measure of your overall brain health.

17.85
YOUR C-SCORE

A measure of your overall brain health. Track daily to see how your brain health changes day to day.

70%
POPULATION STANDING

Your percentile standing, showing how your C-Score compares to 75,000+ (and growing) users.

Domain Performance

Your brain can’t be quantified with just one number. Aside from the C-Score, Cambridge Brain Sciences also lets you measure three core elements of brain function: reasoning, short-term memory, and verbal ability.

REASONING

Higher than 75% of the population

Your ability to manipulate information according to logical rules – like assembling IKEA furniture.

SHORT-TERM MEMORY

Higher than 80% of the population

Your ability to actively hold a piece of information in your brain – like remembering where you parked your car.

VERBAL ABILITY

Higher than 55% of the population

Your ability to produce and understand verbal information – like weeding out a lie or understanding a joke.